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IV* A Letter from the Reverend M r James Brad 
ley Savilian Professor of Astronomy af Oxford,
andF .R .S. to Dr.Edmond Halley A stronom.
Reg.
giving an Account of a new dis
covered Motion of the Fix'd Stars.
SIR,
O U having been pleased to express your Satis
faction w ith what I had an Opportunity Some
time ago, of telling you in Conversation, concerning
Some Observations, that were making by our late wor
thy and ingenious Friend, the honourable Samuel
Mo
’ lyneux E Squire, and which have since been conti
nued and repeated by my Self, in order to determine
the Parallax of the fixt Stars ; I Shall now beg leave
to lay before you a more particular Account of them.
Before I proceed to give you the History of the Ob
Servations themSelves, it may be proper to let you know,
that they w ere at first begun in hopes of verifying and
confirming thoSe, that Dr. Hook formerly communicat
ed to the publick, which Seemed to be attended with
Circumstances that promiSed greater ExactneSs in them,
than could be expected in any other, that had been
made and published on the Same Account. And as his
Attempt was what principally gave RiSe to this, So his
Method in making the Observations was in Some
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M eaSure that which Mr. Molyneux followed : For
he made Choice of the same S tars and his instrument
was constructed upon almost the same Principles. But
if it had not greatly exceeded the Doctor's in ExactneSs, we might yet have remained in great Uncertainty as to the P arallax of the fix t Star s ; as you will
perceive upon the Comparison of the two Experiments.
This indeed was chiefly owing to our curious Member, M r. George Graham, to whom the Lovers of
Astronomy are alSo not a li ttle indebted fo r Several other exact and well-contrived Instruments. The Ne-cesslty of such will Scarce be disputed by thoSe that
have had any Experience in making Astronomical ObServations; and the Inconsistency, which is to be met
with among different Authors in their Attempts to de
termine Small Angle?, particularly the annual Paral
jax of the fix t S ta rs , may be a Sufficient Proof of it
t o others. Their Disagreement indeed in this Article,
is not now So much to be wondered at, since I doubt
not, but it will appear very probable, that the Instruments commonly made use of by them, were
liable to g reater Errors than many times that Pa
rallax will amount to.
The Success then o f this Ex p eriment evidently
dep ending very much on the Accurateness o f the In
strument that was principally to be taken Care o f :
In what Manner this was done, is not my preSent
PurpoSe to tell you ; but if f rom the Result of the
Observations which I now Send you, it shall be
judged necessary to communicate to the Curious the
Manner of making them, I may hereafter perhaps
give them a particular Description, not only of
M r. Molyneux’s Instrument, but also of my own,
which
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which h ath since been eredted for the same Purpose
and upon the like Principles, though it is fomewhat
different in its Conftru&ion, for a Reafon you will
meet w ith presently.
M r. Molyneux's Apparatus was compleated and
fitted for observing about the End of November 172.5,
and on the third Day of ‘December following, the
bright Star in the Head of 'Draco ( marked y by
Boyer) was for the first Time obferved, as it pasted
near the Zenith, and its Situation carefully taken
with the Instrument. The like Observations were
made on the fth, n th , and n th Days of the fame
Month, and there appearing no material Difference
in the Pla ce o f the Star, a farther Repetition of them
at this Seafon seemed needlefs, it being a Part of the
Year, wherein no sensible Alteration of Parallax in
this Star could foon be expe<Sted. It was chiefly
therefore Curiosity that tempted me (being then at
Kew, where the Instrument was fixed) to prepare
for observing the Star on December 17th, when
hav ing adjusted the Instrument as usual, I perceived
that it pasted a little more Southerly this Day than
when it was obferved before.
Not sufpe&ing any
other Cause of this Appearance, we first concluded,
that it was owing to the Uncertainty of the Obser
vations, and that either this or the foregoing were
not fo exadt as we had before supposed ; for which
Reafon w e purposed to repeat the Observation again,
in order to determine from whence this Difference
proceeded ; and upon doing it on December xoth,
I found that the Star pasted still more Southerly than
in the former Observations. This sensible Alteration
the. more surprized us, in that it was the contrary
way
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way from what it w ould have been, had it pro
ceeded from an annual Parallax of the Star : But
being now pretty well satisfied, that it could not be
entirely owing to the want of Exadtnefs in the Ob
servations ; and having no Notion of any thing else,
that could cause such an apparent Motion as this in
the Star; we began to think that fome Change in
the Materials, &c. of the Instrument itself, might
have occasioned it. Under these Apprehensions we
remained fome time, but being at length fully con
v inced, by several Trials, of the great Exactness of
the Instrument, and finding by the gradual Increase
of the Stars Distance from the Pole, that there must
b e Some regular Caufe that produced it ; we took
care to examine nicely, at the T ime cf each Obser
vation, how much it was: and about the Beginning
of March 1 7x6, the Star was found to be zo" more
Southerly than at the Time of the first Observation.
It now indeed seemed to have arrived at its utmost
Limit Southward, because in several Trials made about this Time, no sensible Difference was observed
in its Situation. By the Middle of A pril it appear
ed to be returning back again towards the North ; and
about the Beginning of June , it pasted at the same
Distance from the Zenith as it had done in 'Decem
ber, when it was first: observed.
From the quick Alteration of this Star’s Declinanation about this Time (it increasing a Second in
three Days ) it was concluded, that it would now
proceed North ward, as it before had gone Southward
of its prefent Situation ; and it happened as was con
jectured : for the Star continued to move Northward
rill September following, when it again became sta
tionary,
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tionary, being then near 2,0" more Northerly thau in
Juney and no less than 39" more Northerly than it
was in March. From September the Star returned
towards the South, till it arrived in 'December to
the same Situation it was in at that time twelve
Months, allowing for the Difference of Declination
on account of the Preceflion of the Equinox.
This was a sufficient Proof, that the Instrument
had not been the Caufe of this apparent Motion x>i
the Star, and to find one adequate to such an Effe<9:
seemed a Difficulty. A Nutation of the Earth’s
Axis was one of the first rhings that offered itself
upon this Occasion, but it was fbon found to be
insufficient; for though it might have accounted for
the change of Declination in y Draconis yet it would
not at the same time agree with the Phsenomena in
other Stars; particularly in a finall one almost opposite
in right Ascension to y Draconis, at about the fame
Distance from the North Pole of the Equator: For,
though this Star seemed to move the same way, as a
Nutation of the Earth’s Axis would have made it,
y et it changing its Declination . but about half as
much as y Draconis in the same time ( as appeared
upon comparing the Observations of both made upon
the same Days, at different Seafons of the Y ear) this
plainly proved, that the apparent Motion of the
Stars was not occasioned by a real Nutation, since if
that had been the Cause, the Alteration in both Stars
would have been near equal.
The great Regularity of the Observations left no
room to doubt, but that there was fome regular
Cause that produced this unexpe&ed Motion, which
did not depend on the Uncertainty or Variety of the
CLnqc
Seafons
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Seafons of the Year. Upon comparing the Obser
vations with each other, it was discovered, that in
both the fore-mentioned Stars, the apparent Dif
ference of Declination from the Maxima, was al
ways nearly proportional to the versed Sine o f the
Sun’s Distance from the Equino&ial Points. This
was an Inducement to think, that the Cause, what
ever it was, had fome Relation to the Sun’s Situa
tion with refpe<St to those Points. But not being
able to frame any Hypoth ecs at that Time, suffi
cient to iblve all the Phenomena, and being very
desirous to search a little farther into this Matter;
I began to think o f erecting an Instrument for my
self at Wanjled, that having it always at Hand, I
might with the more Ease and Certainty, enquire
into the Laws of this new Motion. The Conside
ration likewise of being able by another Instrument,
to confirm the Truth of the Observations hitherto
made with Mr. Molyneux's, was no finall Induce
ment to me; but the Chief of all was, the Oppor
tunity I should thereby have of trying, in what
Manner other Stars were affe&ed by the same Cause,
whatever it was. For Mr. Molyneux's Instrument
being originally designed for observing y ^Draconis (in
order, as I said before, to try whether it had any
sensible Parallax ) was fb contrived, as to be capable
o f but little Alteration in its Direction, not above
feven or eight Minutes o f a Degree : and there being
few Stars within half that Distance from the Zenith
of Kew, bright enough to be well observed, he
could not, with his Instrument, throughly examine
h ow this Cause affetfted Stars differently situated with
refped:
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relpeft to the equinoctial and Solstitial Points of the
Ecliptick.
These Considerations determined me ; and by the
Contrivance and Direction of the same ingenious
Perion, Mr. Graham, my Instrument was fixed up
Augufi 19, 17 17 . As I had no convenient Place
where I could make ufe of lb long a Telescope as
Mr. Molyneux's, I contented my self with one o f
but little more than half the Length o f his ( v iz . o f
about
Feet, his being X4±) judging from the
Experience which I had already had, that this Ra
dius would be long enough to adjust the Instrument
to a Sufficient Degree of Exactnefs, and I have had
no Reafon since to change my Opinion : for from all
the Trials I have yet made, I am very well satisfied,
that when it is carefully rectified, its Situation may
be securely depended upon to half a Second. As the
Place where my I nstrument was to be hung, in fome
Measure determined its Radius, fo did it alfo the
Length of the Arch, or Limb, on which the Divisions
were made to adjust i t : For the Arch could not con
veniently be extended farther, than to reach to about
63° on each Side my Zenith. This indeed was Suffi
cient, since it gave me an Opportunity of making
Choice of Several Stars, very different both in Mag
nitude and Situation; there being more than two
hundred inferted in the B ritijh Catalogue,that may be
observed with it. I needed not to have extended the..
Limb So far, but that I was willing to take in Capella,
the only Star of the first Magnitude that comes fo>
near my Zenith.
M y Instrument being fixed, I immediately began
to observe such Stars as I judged most proper to
Q .qqqi.
give:
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give me light into the Cause of the Motion already
mentioned. There was Variety enough of finall
ones ; and not less than twelve, that I could observe
through ail the Seafons of the Year 5 they being
bright enough to be seen in the Day-time, when
nearest the Sun. I had not been long observing, be
fore I perceived, that the Notion we had before en
tertained of the Stars being farthest North and South,
when the Sun was about the Equinoxes, was only
true of those that were near the folstitial Colure: And
after I had continued my Observations a few Months,
I discovered, what I then apprehended to be a gene
ral Law, observed by all the Stars, v iz . That each
o f them became stationary, or was farthest North or
South, when they pasted over my Zenith at fix of
the Clock, either in the Morning or Evening. I per
ceived likewise, that whatever Situation the Stars
were in with refpecct to the cardinal Points of the
Ecliptick, the apparent Motion o f every one tend
ed the same Way, when they pasted my Instrument
about the same Hour of the Day or Night ; for they
all moved Southward, while they pasted in the Day,
and Northward in the Night; fo that each was far
thest North, when it came about Six of the Clock in
the Evening, and farthest; South, when it came about Six in the Morning.
Though I have since discov ered, that the Maxima
in most of these Stars do not happen exadtly when
they come to my Instrument at those Hours, yet not
being able at that time to prove the contrary, and
Supposing that they did, I endeavoured to find out
what Proportion the greatest: Alterations of Decli
nation in different Stars bore t o each otherj it being
very
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very evident, that they did not all change their De
clination equally. I have before taken notice, that
it appeared from Mr. Molyneaux's Observations,
that y 'Draconis altered its Declination about twice
as much as the fore-mentioned finall Star almost op
posite to it ; but examining the matter more particu
larly, I found that the greatest Alteration of Declina
tion in these Stars, was as the Sine of the Latitude
of each refpe&ively. This made me suSpedt that
there might be the like Proportion between the
Maxima of other Stars ; but finding, that the Ob
servations of fome of them would not perfectly correfpond with such an Hypothesis, and not knowing,
whether the fmall Difference I met with, might not
be owing to the Uncertainty and Error of the Ob
servations, I deferred the farther Examination into
the Truth of this Hypothesis, till I should be fur
nished with a Series of Observations made in all
Parts of the Y e a r ; which might enable me,
not only to determine what Errors the Observa
tions are liable to, or how far they may safely be
depended upon; but alfo to judge, whether there had
been any sensible Change in the Parts o f the Instru
ment itself.
Upon these Considerations, I laid aside all Thoughts
at that Time about the Caufe of the fore-mentioned
Phenomena, hoping that I should the easier difcovei
it, when I was better provided with proper Means to
determine more precisely what they were.
When the Year was compleated, I began to exa
mine and compare my Observations, and having pret
ty well Satisfied my SelS as to the general Laws of the
Phenomena, I then endeav oured to find out the
Caufc
1
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CauSe of them. I was already convinced, that the
apparent Motion of the Stars was not owing to a
Nutation of the Earth’s Axis. The next Thing that
offered itself, was an Alteration in the Direction of
the Plumb-line, with which the Instrument was con
stantly rectified ; but this upon Trial proved insuffi
cient. Then I considered what Refraction might do,
but here alfo nothing satisfactory occurred. At last
I conjectured, that all the Phenomena hitherto men
tioned, proceeded from the progreffive Motion of
Light and the Earth’s annual Motion in its Orbit.
For I perceived, that, if Light was propagated in
Time, the apparent Place of a fixt Object would not
b e the same when the Eye is at Reft, as when it is
moving in any other Direction, than that of the Lin e
pasting through the Eye and Object; and that, when
the Eye is moving in different Directions, the appa
rent Place of the Object would be different.
C
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I considered this Matter in the fol
lowing Manner. I imagined C A to
be a Ray of Light, falling perpendi
cularly upon the Line BD ; then i f
the Eye is at reft at A, the Object
muft appear in the Direction A C,
whether Light be propagated in Time
or in an Instant. Bat if the Eye is
moving from B towards A, and Light
is propagated in Time, with a Velocity that is to the Velocity of the
Eye, as C A to B A ; then Light mov*nS fr°m C to A, whilft the Eye
moves from B to A, that Particle, of
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it, by which the Object will be discerned, when the
Eye in its Motion comes to A, is at C when the
Eye is atB. Joining the Points B,C, I supposed the
Line CB, to be a Tube (inclined to the Line B D in
the Angle D B C ) of such a Diameter, as to admit
of but one Particle of Light; then it was eafy
to conceive, that the Particle of Light at C (by
which the Object must be seen when the Eye, as it
moves along, arrives at A) would pafs through the
Tube B C, if it is inclined to B D in the Aqgle D B C,
and accompanies the Eye in its Motion from B to A 5
and that it could not come to the Eye, placed behind
such a Tube, if it had any other Inclination to the
Line BD. I f instead of supposing C B fo Small a
Tube, we imagine it to be the Axis of a larger; then
for the same Reafon, the Particle of Light at C, could
not pals through that Axis, unless it is inclined toBD,
in the Angle CBD . In like manner, if the Eye
moved the contrary way, from D towards A, with
the fame Velocity ; then the Tube must be inclined
in the Angle B DC. Although therefore the true or
real Place o f an Object is perpendicular to the Line
in which the Eye is moving, yet the visible Place
will not be fo, since that, no doubt, must be in the
Direction of the Tube ; but the Difference between
the true and apparent Place will be (cateris paribus)
greater or lefs, according to the different Proportion
between the Velocity of Light and that of the Eye.
So that if we could suppose that Light was propagat
ed in an Instant, then there would be no Difference be
tween the real and visible Place of an Object, altho’
the Eye were in Motion, for in that case, A C be
ing infinite with R efpect to A B, the Angle A C B (the
i

Du-
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ference between the true and visible Place) vanishes.
But if Light be propagated in Time (which I presume
will readily be allowed by most of the Philosuphers
of this Age) then it is evident from the foregoing
Considerations, that there will be always a Difference
between the real and visible Place of an Object, un
less the Eye is moving either directly towards or from
the Object. And in all Cases, the Sine: of the Dif
ference between the real and visible Place of the Ob
ject, will be to the Sine of the visible Inclination of
the Object to the Line in which the Eye is moving,
as the Velocity of the Eye to the Velocity of
Light.
I f Light moved but i ooo times faster than the Eye,
and an Object (fuppoSed to be at an infinite Distance)
was really placed perpendicularly over the Plain in
which the Eye is moving, it follows from what hath
been already said, that the apparent Pl ace o f such an
Object will be always inclined to that Plain, in an
Angle of 89° ^6't ; 10 that it will constantly appear
3' >from its true Place, and seem fo much less inclin
ed to the Plain, that way towards which the Eye tends.
That is, if A C is to A B (or A D ) as 1000 to one,
the Angle A B C will be 89° 56' *, and A C B = 3' *, and
B C D = i A C B = 7'. So that according to this Sup
position, the visible or apparent Place of the Object
will be altered 7', if the Direction of the Eye’s Mo
tion is at one time contrary to what it is at ano
ther.
I f the Earth revolve round the Sun annually, and
the Velocity of Light were to the .Velocity of the
Earth’s Motion in its Orbit (which I will at present
suppose to be a Circle) as 1000 to one; then tis easy
to
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co conceive, that a Star really placed in the very Pole
of the Ecliptick, would, to an Eye carried along with
the Earth, seem to change its Place continually, and
(neglecting the f inall Difference on the Account of
the Earth’s diurnal Revolution on its Axis) would
seem to describe a Circle round that Pole, every Way
distant therefrom 3
So that its Longitude would
be varied through all the Points of the Ecliptick every
Year; but its Latitude would always remain the fame.
Its right Ascension would allb change, and its Decli
nation, according to the different Situation of the
Sun in refpedt to the equinoctial Points ; and its ap
parent Distance from the North Pole of the Equator
would be 7' less at the Autumnal, than at the vernal
Equinox.
The greatest Alteration of the Place of a Star in
the Pole of the Ecliptick (or which in Effedt amounts
to the same, the Proportion between the Velocity of
Light and the Earth’s Motion in itsOrbit) being known;
it will not be difficult to find what would be the Dif
ference upon this Account, between the true and ap
parent Place of any other Star at any time ; and on
the contrary, the Difference between the true and appa
rent Place being given ; the Proportion between the
Velocity of Light and the Earth’s Motion in its Or
bit may be found.
As I only observed the apparent Difference of De
clination of the Stars, I shall not now take any far
ther Notice in what manner such a Cause as I have
here suppofed would occasion an Alteration in their
apparent Places in other Refpedts; but, supposing the
Earth to move equally in a Circle, it may be gather
ed from what hath been already said, that a Star which
Rrrr
is
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is neither in the Pole nor Plain of the Ecliptick, will
seem to describe about its true Place a Figure, insensi
bly different from an Ellipse, whose Tranfverse Axis
is at Right-angle to the Circle of Longitude pasting
through the Stars true Place, and equal to the Diame
ter of the little Circle described by a Star (as was
before supposed) in the Pole of the Ecliptick ; and
whose Conjugate Axis is to its Tranfverse Axis, as the
Sine of the Stars Latitude to the Radius. And al
l owing that a Star by its apparent Motion does exa&ly defcribe such an Ellipse, it will be found, that
if A be the Angle of Position (or the Angle at the
Star made by two great Circles drawn from it, thro’
the Poles of the Ecliptick and Equator) and B be
another Angle, whose Tangent is to the Tangent o f
A as Radius to the Sine of the Latitude of the Star ;
then B will be equal to the Difference of Longitude
between the Sun and the Star, when the true and ap
parent Declination o f the Star are the same. And if
the Sun’s Longitude in the Ecliptick be reckoned
f rom that Point, wherein it is when this happens;
then the Difference between the true and apparent
Declination of the Star (on Account of the Cause I
am now considering) will be always, as the Sine of
the Sun’s Longitude from thence. It will likewise be
found, that the greatest Difference of Declination
that can be between the true and apparent Place o f
the Star, will be ,to the Semi-Tranfverse Axis of the
Ellipse (or to the Semi-diameter of the little Circle de
scribed by a Star in the Pole of the Ecliptick) as the
Sine of A to the Sine of B.
I f the Star hath North Latitude, the Time, when
its true and apparent Declination are the same, is be
fore
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fore the Sun comes in Conjunction with or Opposition'
to it, if its Longitude be in the first or last Quadrant
(viz. in the ascending Semi-circle) of the Ecliptick ; and
after them, if in the descending Semi-circle ; and it will
appear nearest to the North Pole of the Equ ator, at the
Time of that Maximum (or when the greatest Differ
ence between the true and apparent Declination happens)
which precedes the Sun’s C onjunction with the
Star.
Thefe Particulars being Sufficient for my preSent
PurpoSe, I shall not detain you with the Recital of
any more, or with any farther Explication of thefe. It
may be time enough to enlarge more upon this Head,
when I give a Description of the Instruments &c. if
that be judged neceffary to be done; and when I (hall
find, what I now advance, to be allowed of (as I flat
ter my self it will) as fomething more than a bare Hypotheus. 1 have purpoSely omitted Some matters of no
great Moment, and constdered the Earth as moving in a
Circle, and not an Ellipfe, to avoid too perplexed a
Calculus, which after all the Trouble of it would not
Sensibly differ from that which I make ufe of, especial
ly in thoSe ConSequences which I shall at preSent draw
from the foregoing Hypothesis.
This being premised, I shall now proceed to deter
mine from the Observations, what the real Proportion is
between the Velocity of Light and the Velocity of the
Ear th’s annual Motion in its Orbit; upon Supposition
that the Phenomena before mentioned do depend upon
the Caufes I have here assigned. But I must first let
you know, that in all the Observations hereafter mentioned, I have made an Allowance for the Change of
the S tar’s Declination on Account of the PreceSTion of
R r rr2
the
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the Equinox, upon Supposition that the Alteration
from this Cause is proportional to the Time, and regu
lar through all the Parts of the Year. I have deduced
the real annual Alteration of Declination of each Star
from the Observations themSelves ; and I the rather
chooSe to depend upon them in this Article, becauSe all
which I have yet made, concur to prove, that the Stars
near the Equinoctial Colure, change their Declination at
this time 1" ? or z" in a Year more than they would do
if the Precession was only 50", as is now generally fuppoSed. I have likewiSe met with Some Small Varieties
in the Declination of other Stars in different Years*
which do not seem to proceed from the fame Caufe, par
ticularly in thoSe that are near the Solstitial Colure,
which on the contrary have altered their Declination
less than they ought, if the Preceflion was jo". But
whether thefe Small A l terations proceed from a regular
Caufe, or are occasioned by any Change in the Mate
rials &c. of my Instrument, I am not yet able fully
to determine. However, I thought it might not be amiSs just to mention to you how I have endeavoured to.
allow for them, though the ReSult would have been
nearly the Same, if I had not considered them at alL
What that i?, I will shew, first from the Observations
of y 'Draconis, which was found to be 39" more South
erly in the Beginning of March> than in September.
From what hath been premifed, it will appear that
the greatest Alteration oS the apparent Declination, of
y Draconis, on Account of the Successive Propagation
oS Light, would be to the Diameter of the little Circle
which a Star (as was before remarked) , would seem to
defcribe about the Pole of the Ecliptick, as 39" to
49", 4, The half of-this is the Angle A C B'(as repre
sented
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letited in the i^ .)T h is thereSore being
A C will
be to AB, that is, the Velocity of Light to the Velo
city of the Eye (which in this Cafe may be supposed
the Same as the Velocity of the Earth’s annual Motion
in its Orbit) as io x io to One, from whence it would
follow, that Light moves, or is propagated as far as
from the Sun to..the Earth in 8' ix".
It is well known,that Mr. Romer, who first attempted
to account for an apparent Inequality in the Times of the
Eclipfes oS Jupiter's Satellites, by the Hypothesis of
the progressive Motion of Light, SuppoSed that it Spent
about n ' Minutes oS Time in its Passage from the Sun
to us: but it hath Since been concluded by others from
the like Eclipfes, that it is propagated as far in about
7 Minutes. The Velocity of Light therefore deduced
from the foregoing Hypothesis, is as it were a Mean:
betwixt what had at different times been determined
from the Eclipfes of Jupiter's Satellites.
Thefe different Methods of finding the Velocity of.
Light thus agreeing in the Refulr, we may reafonably
conclude, not only that thefe Phenomena are owing;
to the Causes to which they have been ascribed; but
alfo, that Light is propagated (in the fame Medium),
with the fame Velocity after it hath been reflected as
before: for this will be the Consequence, if we allow
that the Light of the Sun is propagated with the fame
Velocity, before it is reflected, as the Light of the fix t
Stars. And 1 imagine this will scarce be questioned,
if it can be made appear that the Velocity of the Light
of all the fix t Stars i s equal, and that their Light moves
or is propagated through equal Spaces in equal Tiroes,
at all Distances from them: both which points (as I ap
prehend) are Sufficiently proved from the apparent Alte
ration
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ration of the Declination of Stars of different L ustre ;
for that is not sensibly different in Such Stars as Seem
rear togetaer, though they appear of very different
M agnitudes. And whatever their Situations are (if I
proceed according to the foregoing Hypothesis) I find
the Same Velocity of Ligh t from my Observations of
fmail Stars of the fifth or sixth, as from thofe of the
Second and third Magnitude, which in all Probability
are placed at very different Distances from us. The
fmall Star,for Example, before fpoken of, that is almost
opposite to y 'Draconis (being the 3 5tli Camelopard.
H evelii in Mr. Flamfteed’s Catalogue) was 19" more
Northerly about the Beginning of March than in Sep
tember. Whence 1 conclude, according to my Hypo
thesis, that the Diameter of the little Circle described
by a'Star in the Pole of the Ecliptick would be 40", z.
The last Star of the great Bear’s-tail of the id
Magnitude (marked » by Bayer) was 3 6" more South
erly about the Middle of January than in Ju ly.
Hence the Maximum, or greatest Alteration of Decli
nation of a Star in the Pole of the Ecliptick would be
40", 4 , exactly the fame as was before found from the
Observations of y 'Draconis.
TbeStar of the 5th magnitude in the Head of Perfeus
marked r bv Bayer, was ^^|| more Northerly about
the End of December than on the 29th os Ju ly fol
lowing. Hence the Maximum would be 41". This
Star is not bright enough to be seen as it passes over my
Zenith about the E nd of June , when it should be ac
cording to the Hypothesis farthest; South. But because
1 can more certainly depend upon the greatest Alterati
on of Declination of thofe Stars, which I have frequent
ly observed about the Time? when they become ftatioa
nary .
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nary, with reSpect to the Motion I am now consider
ing ; I will Set down a Sew more Instances of Such,
from which you may be able to judge how near it may
be possible from these Observations, to determine with
what Velocity Light is propagated.
ct P erfei Bayero was 23'' more Northerly at the
beginning of January than in Ju ly. Hence the M axi
mum would be 40", 2. «, CaJJiopea was 34'' more
Northerly about the End of ‘December than in June,
Hence the Maximum would be 40", 8. # 'Draconis
was 3 9 " more Northerly in the beginning of Septcm*
her than in M arch ; hence the Maximum would be
40", 2. Capella was about 16'' more Southerly
in Augufi than in February ; hence the Maximum
would be about 40". But this Star being farther from
my Zenith than those I have before made use of, I can
not fo well depend upon my Observations of it, as of
the others; because I meet with fome fmall Alterations
of its Declination that do not seem to proceed from the
Caufe I am now considering.
I have compared the Observations of Several other
Star?, and they all conSpire to prove that the Maximum
is about 40" or 41". I will thereSore SuppoSe that it
is 40"# or (which amounts to the Same) that Light
move?, or is propagated as far as from the Sun to us in
8' 13". The near Agreement which I met with among
my Observations induces me to think, that the M axi
mum (as I have here fixed *it) cannot differ So much as
a Second from the Truth, and therefore it is probable
that the Time which Light Spends in passing from the
Sun to us, may be determined by thefe Observations
within 5" or 10" ; which is fuch a degree of exactnefs nc
we can never hope to attain from the Eclipses of s/’
piter's Satellites,
F
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Having thus found the Maximum, or what the great
est Alteration of Declination would be in a Star pla
ced in the Pole of the Ecliptick, I will now deduce
from it (according to the foregoing Hypothesis) the
Alteration of Declination in one or two Stare, at such
times as they were actually obferved, in order to See
how the Hypothesis will correfpond with the Pheno
mena through all the Parts os the Year.
It would be too tedious to Set down the whole Se
ries of my Observations ; I will therefore make Choice
only of fuch as are most proper for my preSent PurpoSe, and will begin with thoSe of y 'Draconis.
This Star appeared farthest North about September
7th, 17x7, as it ought to have done according to my
Hypothesis. The following Table shews how much
more Southerly the Star was found to be by Observati
on in Several Parts of the Year, and likewise how much
more Southerly it ought to be according to the Hypothefis.
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H ence it appears, that the Hypothesis corresponds
with the Observations of this Star through all Parts of
the Year; for the small Differences between them seem
to arise from the U ncertainty of the Observation^
which is occastoned (as I imagine) chiefly by the tre
mulous or undulating Motion of the Air, and of the
Vapours in it ; which causes the Stars Sometimes to
dance to and fro, fo much that it is difficult to judge
when they are exactly on the Middle of the Wire that
is fixed in the common Focus of the Glasses of the
Telescope.
I must confefs to you, that the Agreement of the
Observations with each other, as well as with the H y
pothesis, is much greater than I expected to find, be
fore I had compared them; and it may possibly be
thought to be too great, by thoSe who have been uSed to
Astronomical Observations, and know how difficult it
i s to make fuch as are in all refpects exact. But if it
would be any Satisfaction to fuch Perfons (till I have
an Opportunity of describing my Instrument and the
manner of using it) I could assure them, that in above
70 Observations which I made of this Star in a Year,
there is but one (and that is noted as very dubious on
account o f Clouds) which differs from the foregoing
Hypothesis more than 2", and this does not differ 3".
This therefore being the Fact, I cannot but think it
very probable, that the Phanomena proceed from the
Caufe 1 have affigned, Since the foregoing Observations
make it sufficiently evident, that the Effect of the real
Cause, w hatever it is, varies in this Star, in the fame
Proportion that it ought according to the Hypothesis.
But least y 'Draconis may be thought not fo proper
to shew the Proportion, in which the apparent AlteraSfff
tion
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tion of Declination is increased or diminished, as
thofe Stars which lie near the Equinoctial C olure: I
will give you alSo the Comparison between the Hypo
thesis and the Observations of nU rsae Majoris, that
which was farthest South about the 17th Day of Janu
ary 1728, agreeable to the Hypothesis. The following
T able shews how much more Northerly it was found
by Observation in Several Parts of the Year, and alSo
what the Difference should have been according to the
Hypothefis.
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I find upon Examination, that the Hypothefis agrees altogether as exadtly with the Observations of
this Star, as the former ; for in about fo that were
made o f it in a Year, I do not meet with a Dif
ference of fo much as z<', except in one, which i s
mark'd
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mark’d as doubtful on Account of the Undulation
of the Air, &c. And this does not differ 3 " from
the Hypothefis.
The Agreement between the Hypothefis and the
Observations of this Star is the more to be reguard
ed, since it proves that the Alteration of Declination,
on account of the Proceflion of the Equinox, is (as
I before SuppoSed) regular thro’ all Parts of the Y ear;
fo far at least, as not to occasion a Difference great
enough to be difcovered with this Instrument. It likewiSe proves the other part of my former Supposition,
•viz. that the annual Alteration of Declination in
Stars near the Equinoctial Colure, is at this Time
greater than a PreceSIion of 50" would occasion : for
this Star was io" more Southerly in September 1718 ,
than in September 17x7, that is, about x" more than
it would have been, if the PreceSIion was but 50".
But I may hereafter, perhaps, be better able to deter
mine this Point, from my Observations oS those
Stars that lie near the Equinoctial Colure, at about
the same Distance Srom the North Pole of the Equator, and nearly opposite in right Ascension.
I think it needleSs to give you the Comparison
between the Hypothefis and the Observations of any
more Stars; since the Agreement in the foregoing is a
kind of Demonstration (whether it be allowed that
I have difcovered the real Cauie of the Phenomena
or not; ) that the Hypothefis gives at least the true
Law of the Variation of Declination indifferent Stars,
with RefpeCt to their different Situations and AlpeCts with the Sun. And if this is the CaSe, it must
be granted, that the Parallax of the fixt Stars is much
fmaller, than hath been hitherto suppofed by thofe,
S f f f 2,
who
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who have pretended to deduce it from their Observati
ons. I believe, that I may venture to say, that in
either of the two Stars last mentioned, it does not
amount to 2". I am of Opinion, that if it were 1", I
should have perceived it, in the great number of Ob
servations that I made especially o f y cDraconis\ which
agreeing with the Hypothesis (without allowing any
thing for Parallax) nearly as well when the Sun
was in Conjunction with, as in Opposition to, this
Star, it Seems very probable that the Parallax of it
is not fo great as one single Second ; and consequent
ly that it is above 400000 rimes farther from us than
the Sun.
There appearing therefore after all, no sensible
Parallax in the fixt Stars, the Anti-Copernicans have
still room on that Account, to objeCt against the Mo
tion of the Earth; and they may have (if they please)
a much greater Objection against the Hypothefis,
by which I have endeavoured to fblve the fore-men
tioned Phenomena ; by denying the progressive Mo
tion of Light, as well as that o f the Earth.
But as I do not apprehend, that either of these Po
stulates will be denied me by the Generality of the
Astronomers and Philofophers of the present Age;
fb I shall not doubt of obtaining their ASIent to the
ConSequences, which I have deduced from them ; if
they are fuch as have the Approbation of fo great
a Judge of them as yourself.
I am,
Sir, lo u r rnojl Obedient
Humble Servant
J. B r a d l e y ,
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P O S T S C R I P T .
A to the Observations of Dr. Hook, I must own to
S
you, that before Mr. Molyneux’s Instrument was
erected, I had no small Opinion of their Correctness;
the Length of his Telefcope and the Care he pretends
to have taken in making them exact, having been strong
Inducements with me to think them fo. And since I
have been convinced both from Mr. Molyneux's Obser
vations and my own, that the Doctor’s are really very
far from being either exact or agreeable to the Pheno
mena ; I am greatly at a Lofs how to account for it,
I cannot well conceive that an Instrument of the Length
of 36 Feet, constructed in the Manner he describes his,
could have been liable to an Error oS near 30" (which
was doubtleSs the CaSe) if rectified with fo much Care
as he reprefents.
The Observations of Mr. Flamjieed of the differ
ent Distances of the Pole Star from the Pole at differ
ent Times of the Year, which were through Mistake
looked upon by fome as a Proof of the annual Paral
lax of it, seem to have been made with much greater
Care than thofe of Dr. Hook. For though they do not
all exactly correspond with each other, yet from the
whole M r. Flamjieed concluded that the Star was 35"
40" or 45" nearer the Pole in December than in May
or Ju ly : and according to my Hypothefis it ought to
appear 40" nearer in 'December than in June. The
Agreement therefore of the Observations with the H y
pothesis is greater than could reasonably be expected,
considering the Radius of the Instrument, and the Man
ner in which it w as constructed.

